ABSTRACT
Introduction and Motivation
In the course of quantifying the flux of a magneto-dynamic field of a permanent mobile magnet through a certain planar conducting loop, the author needed to evaluate its companion static magnetic field. The evaluation of the latter entails modeling the current distribution within the permanent magnet. One such model deals with a current confined to the rim of a nut-shaped magnet. Other models extensively have been considered as well; for a comprehensive detailed analysis see Sarafian [2] . In the course of developing these models the author stumbled across a few issues of interest; surprisingly, none were addressed in the scientific literature. The lack of information was traced to pre-CAS era. Therefore, the thrust of this note is to provide the detailed procedure based on the application of a CAS such as Mathematica evaluating the magneto-static related quantities.
This note is composed of three sections. In addition to Introduction and Motivation, in Section 2, Analysis, we extend the current classic theoretical status of evaluating the vector potential and its associated magneto-static field of a steady looping current conducive to its 2D and 3D visual displays. In the last section we close the note with a few remarks.
Analysis
In general it is assumed that the electric current is the source of the magnetic field. The issue of interest is, "for a given current distribution, to evaluate its associated magnetic field." Although in general one may apply Biot-Savart law [3] to evaluate the field, in practice one encounters mathematical challenges. Hence, in order to ease the mathematical difficulties one introduces a "simpler" mathematical object such as potential. Loosely speaking, the directional derivative of the potential yields the field. The theory of this methodology is classic and can be reviewed in detail almost in any upper level undergraduate as well as graduate physics textbooks, e.g. [4, 5] . For a magneto-static field the potential is a vector; it is called vector potential, denoted by A A , and is related to the magnetic field,
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B r A r    ,vector r r represents the coordinates of an appropriately chosen coordinate system and  is casted accordingly. Denoting the current density by   J r the vector potential is given by [4, 5] ,
The integral is evaluated on the volume of the current distribution denoted with the volume element d  r ; with Its Associated Vector Potential for a Steady Looping Current r being the observation point vector. The permeability of the free space in SI units is
. We apply this formulation to a steady current i looping in a circle of radius a positioned on a horizontal plane centered about the origin of a coordinate system, see Figure  1 .
Setting = 0 yields, If one chooses a spherical coordinate system, the current density distribution J can be written as,
Here  is Dirac delta function, and   is the unit vector along the polar direction  of the spherical coordinate system denoted with the vector
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The volume element in (1) However, utilizing the symmetry of the current yields a  independent potential; that is to say irrespective the polar angle observation point the potential has the same value. 
Equation ( 
respectively. Then it is a matter of exercis how these e to s integrals are invariant after replacing sin  with cos .
Hence, the second term of (4) yields 2 K(k). The integrand of the first term of (4) can be also manipulated as
With this analytic expression at hand, we pursue evaluating its associated magnetic field. Applying the fundamental relationship between the vector potential and the field, namely,
, in a spherical coordinate system we write, ˆˆĥ e h e 1 r r r r r r h e 
According to (5) the vector potential is an e function of elliptic integrals. Hence, it is not hard to envision that evaluating (7) 
ported in scientific literature. The classic textbook in electromagnetism, "Classical Electrodynamics", Jackson [5] now in its third edition mnemonically refers to the components of the field, however does not explicitly provide the formulation. Without these explicit components it is hard to form an informed opinion about the magnetic field. One of the objectives of this note is to fill in the gap and complete the formulation of the problem at hand. Pursuing this goal in subsection Analysis a we utilize Mathematica and show how symbolically this is accomplished. In subsection Analysis b numerically we
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The radial and the azimuthal components of the 
These expressions are the components of the magnetic filed at the position vector . For instance, for the given looping current, one intuitively expects that, on the horizontal plane, the radial component of the field to vanish. Since the azimuthal component of the field on the horizontal plane practically is along the vertical axis it should intuitively direct itself in two opposite vertical directions, depending on the point of interest being inside or outside of the loop. The latter observation conforms to the basis for one of the man made "Right Hand Rules". For numeric evaluation and for simplicity we consider a loop with a one unit radius. Setting the azimuthal angle = /2 conform According to Figure 2 , the field along the azimuthal (vertical) direction vanishes for the far points; an expected result. On the contrary for the points inside the ring they have the opposite sign i.e. they are directed in the opposite direction. While approaching the center of the ring the field behaves in the direction it is displayed.
Analysis b
Graphic display of the potential is missing in the scientific literature; this hinders ones physical insight. Utilizing Mathematica graphics, we fill in the gap. To accomplish this, it is helpful to plot the contours of the potential about the ring. Utilizing the symmetry of the ring we plot the contours only on the xz-plane. First we change the coordinate system from spherical to its associated Cartesian coordinate. This requires replacing x = rsin. This we may now visualize the magnetic field. The fields are tangent to the potential curves, i.e. the contours and the fields are on the same plane. The fields are plotted applying Mathematica StreamPlot. In doing so first we replace the spherical coordinate system with its associated Cartesian coordinate. We then zoom in three different areas: the entire region, the region close to the center and the region far from the loop. These are shown sequentially in Figure 5 .
These plots show the relationship between the potential and the field. For instance the first graph shows how the field in order to sustain its tangential alignment reorients itself; compare this feature vs. the field for the points close to the rim and the ones close the center. One readily may observe useful features analyzing the second and the third graphs as well. literatur pherical coordinate system. We further our analysis by displaying three 3D graphs for the vector potential Figure 6 ; these are also missing in e. These surfaces are formed by revolving a hand full of potential contours displayed in Figure 3 about the symmetry axis in the s In many words, the magnetic vector potential is a 3D function. For the best scenario its 2D profile utilizing Mathematica contour plot is depicted in Figures 3 and 4 . Here in Figure 6 we have displayed its 3D actual being conducive to a better understanding of the problem at hand. This is missing in scientific literature. 
Conclusions
Traditional methodology of mathematical physics with the advent of Computer Algebra System (CAS) has gone through a quantum transition. CAS can assist and minimize the tedious longhand symbolic calculations requiring time consuming efforts that once hindered the exploration of new horizons. Numeric computation of issues of interest as well as their accompanied graphs utilizing CAS is a norm of mathematical physics. Consequently, the authors of scientific academic textbooks are encouraged to utilize CAS to present results. An example of how these features are culminated conducive to a comprehensive research project is presented in this note. The author systematically following the traditional steps of mathematical physics has tackled a topic of interest utilizing a CAS such as Mathematica bringing the project to fruition. The details discussed in this project are an example demonstrating how Mathematica plays an essential role exploring new features not yet reported in scientific literature. The entire project including the text is completed utilizing the latest version of Mathematica, V 8.0.1 [7] . A thorough literature search has been completed by the author; since this project is a novel concept without previous studies, he is unable to augment the reference list beyond its current status.
